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INTRODUCTION 
Th~ child learning to read in the present reading systems 
reads about the actions and fun of the children in the story book. 
The ability of the child to project himself into the character of 
something or someone has been an unharnessed resource in teaching 
beginning reading. 
This study is an attempt to present imaginary play situations 
for active participation on the part of the child, rather than pas-
sive participation of reading about what others are doing. The very 
thought of doing what the word tells the child to do may be motiva-
tion in itself. The study provides a six-week teaching program, at 
the beginning of the first grade to teach the basic preprimer vocab-
ulary, and additional words for those able to learn them; and in the 
second grade it provides review of the first grade vocabulary and an 
enrichment vocabulary for those ready for it . 
-vi-
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CHAPTER I 
-sDRMAR.Y -oF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
The research in this chapter is divided into four parts--
children's interests, vocabularies, word recognition, and dramatiza-
tion, The findings reported here are concerned with studies of 
child.ren from preschool through the third grade. 
Ghildr.envs Interests 
Wissler 1 s 1 study, a questionnaire administer.ed to two thousand 
children, was the first investigation made into children's own tastes. 
He concluded that elementary school children appreciat·e· most "that 
which presents the true, the beautiful, the heroic and the good in the 
same concrete way as the busy world about them." 
From the results of his study, he raiJ.ked story types in order 
of preference as follows: 
1. Stories of daily life 
2. Unclassified stories 
3, Stories of animals 
4. Stories of heroism 
5. Moral precepts 
6. Descriptions 
7. Information 
8. Fables 
2 As stated by Dunn regarding the interest factors in primary 
1
clark Wissler, "Interests of Children in the Reading Work of 
the Elementary Schools," Pedagogical Seminary (April, 1898), 5:523-540. 
2Fannie W. Dunn, Interest Factors in Primary Reading Material, 
Contributions to Education, No. 113 (New York: Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1921). 
-1-
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reading, 11 • • • much matertal s-e1-e·ct·e-d by adult-s held littl-e or no in-
terest fur tfu: children in grade-s- one through three-·. +t · 
1 Votrovsky made a study, by surveying with a ·questionnaire, of 
children 1 s selections of public library hoo·ks. Children of the pri-
mary level chose books about children, first; adventure stories, sec-
ond; ·mi-scellaneous stories, third; and fairy stories, fourth. 
2 
Woody found that the primary basis for appealing to the in-
terest of the child has been strange and fanciful--32 per cent instruc-
tive vs. 67.7 per cent imaginative; 15,3 per cent real nature vs. 51.8 
per cent folklore. He suggests that the content should be broadened 
to includ·e biography, history, true stories of plants, animals, boys, 
and girls. 
3 Dunn attempted to determine what elements in primary reading 
mat.erial are of interest to children of the first three grades. In 
order to discover existing interests, slre analyzed material of primary 
readers. She found that no one element alone could be depended upon 
to guarantee interest. There should be several elements combined. 
Many of the stories selected by adults to be df high interest value 
were often regarded by children with indifference or distaste. 
1
clara Votrovsky, l1Children 1 s Taste in Reading," Pedagogical 
Seminary (December, 1899), 6:523-538. 
2
clifford Woody, 11The Overlapping in the Content of Fifteen 
Second Readers," Journal of Educational Research (June, 1920), 2:465-
474. 
3 Dunn, op. cit., pp. 1-70. 
• 
• 
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1 
Eehrer found th"a:r·-g:rea:;test-·-±nterert "in stories. for young chil-
dren up to nine years of age was· for· juven±hr fiction, fanciful tales, 
imaginative l±terature, and l 1that 's why" stories. He found that read-
ing interests were influenced by environmental conditions and racial 
characteristics. Some materials rank low due to environmental condi-
tions. 
2 
Huber found there was no outstanding element to indicate in-
terest, but in grade 1 the trend seemed to be toward animals and play. 
There appears to be a certain unity of interest to a grade. 
3 
Lloyd and Owen made a study in London to determine wide inter-
ests of children. It obtained information from seventeen schools and 
opinions of 3,357 children from seven to fifteen years of age. They 
state that between the ages of seven and eleven years books about 
people, places, animals, and things are preferred. 
4 Washburne and Vogel attempted to find out what books children 
of various ages and degrees of reading ability were reading and enjoy-
ing. They found that chronological age was more of a determining fac-
tor in book interests than were sex or reading ability. Girls and boys 
1Dan1yn Belser, "The Reading Interests of Boys," Elementary 
School Review (November, 1926), 3:292-296. 
2Miriam B. Huber, Children's Interests in Poetry (New York: 
Rand McNally Company, 1927), p. 103. 
3James Lloyd and E. F. Owen, "Children's Preferences in Reading 
Materials," Elementary School Journal (May, 1930), 30:651-653. 
4carleton Washburne and Mildred Vogel, "Study of Children's Read-
ing Tastes," Pedagogical Seminary (New York: Rand McNally Company), p. 52;3. 
• 
··at· t-he same age o£ten tike the -same books, even though their reading 
grades differ~· 
1 Gat·es et al. state th:at··t~n·-·stu-dres- conaerne·d with inte·rests 
4 
of children in the firs-t three· gra·des, made- up to 1931, agre~d in gen-
eral with the study made by Dunn ten years previously. The following 
primary characteristics were noted: 
1. familiar--family and personal 
2. adventurous 
3. funny and humorous 
4. fanciful, unreal and supernatural 
5. heroic, altruistic, patriotic 
6. informational. 
Terman and Lima2 observed children's interests in reading. They 
state that the elements in reading most wanted are: action,· human in-
terest, imaginative appeal. These three elements are always demanded 
regardless of other things. 
Children between the ages of six and seven still enjoy Mother 
Goose rhymes and picture books, but their chief interest is in the 
nature stories--little books about wind, the birds, the animals, the 
trees, and the flowers. They enjoy having fairy stories, myths, and 
legends read to them, but they must be short and written in direct 
conversation. 
1Arthur I. Gates, Celeste C. Peardon, and Ina C. Sartorius, 
"Studies of Children's Interests in Reading," Elementary School Journal 
(May, 1931), 31:662-670. 
~ouis Terman and Margaret Lima, Children's Reading (New York: 
D. Appleton-Century Company, 1931), pp. 6-8. 
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1 
Lustikow found that animcrl s·tori-es -were- ttre· favortte of young 
children, and child ·expe·rt-enc·es came next. Folklore and fables were 
not read extensi-vely in any grade·. 
2 
Uh,l says that· theme-s· in -s-e1·ections in primary readers are more 
varied. Love of fanciful st·or±-e·s· ric·h in imaginative appeal are ever-
popular. Animal stories abound. There is a greater appreciation of 
children's interest in what is plausible and familiar as well as what 
is fanciful and r-emote. Many reading books provide fascinating ac-
counts of occupations that to children are romantic, such as: fireman, 
policeman~ postman, milkilian, baker, locomotive engineer. They share 
the stage with gnomes, eives, knights, and princes for they are fas-
cinating ~nd significant .to the children. 
' 3 Wilson used a questionnaire to discover interests of young 
children. The children were above average in intelligence and were 
in the kindergarten, first, and second grades. Interests in the early 
sta~e showed traditional children's stories, nursery rhymes, signs, 
houses, telephones, auto markers, labels, letters, pools, cards, news-
papers, and magazines. A definite feeling toward the materials of 
lLydia M. Lustikow, "Inventory of What Children Voluntarily 
Select to Read," Elementary School Journal (September, 1938), 39:11-12. 
2
willis L. Uhl, "Materials of Reading," Thirty-sixth Yearbook 
of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part I (Bloomington, 
Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 1937), p. 207. 
3F. T. Wilson, 11Reading Interests of Young Children," Peda-
gogical Seminary (June, 1941), 58:363-389. 
' li 
,, 
,,I 
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• 
·soci:a-1-environmemt was r-eveai-e-d. The typ-es of bonks p~fer:ted were: 
"Do It," s·to-r±e·s- o£ animals, fairies, comics, nature, and poetry. No 
·grade di:fference·s- we":te note-d.· 
1 
· W·itty, Coomer) and Mc:Be·an · worke-d· with t-en· e-lementary schools, 
including 7, 879 children from ·kinde-rgarten to· the· s·eventh grade. The 
purpose .. was··to as·certain which ·books· are· ·favortt·e:s wi:t·h -children. 
Their conclusions were thatthe most popular with children in grade 
one were: stories of animals--wild or tame, real or fanciful; fairy 
stories--to enchant. The most popular stories were: "Angus and the 
Ducks, 11 "Little Black Samba," "Raggedy Ann, 11 "Snip, Snap, Snurr, 11 
"Peter Rabbit, 11 and "I Know a Story." 
2 Gates found that neither sex, grade, nor intelligence were 
significant in influencing interests at the primary level. 
3 Traxler and Townsend report numerous studies of reading in-
terests of children and adults covering the period of 1945 to 1952. 
During these years, they say, investigators reported little that was 
new. Teachers rediscovered children's interests in adventure and 
romance and other facts that have been common knowledge. The authors 
point out, however: 
1Paul Witty, Ann Coomer, and Dilla McBean, "Children's Choices 
o'f Favorite Books," Journal of Educational Psychology (May, 1946), 
37:266-278. 
2Gates, Peardon, and Sartorius, op. cit,, pp. 655-670. 
3Arthur Traxler and Agatha Townsend, "Eight More Years of Re-
search in Reading," Summary and Bibliography, Educational Records 
Bureau (January, 1955), 283. 
6 
Tt ·s-e-ems -enti.:redy de-si:ra:bh:··thrt··tea:drers· b-e--·-encouraged 
to continue th-e"ir··studi·es ·of···readin-g j:n:WrErsts·, for change 
in environmental cond"itions and· the·introduction of new media 
of communication create trends in reading interests that 
ought to· be· ident·ifie:d. 
1 
Jersild and Tasch state:· 
Int-erests can be a medium through which the child is helped 
to find a place in his social environment that ·is comfortable 
to him and others. For it is by way of common interests that 
people establish many of their social contacts and fulfill 
many of their social needs; whether by t·empera:men:t they tend 
to be very gregarious or very selective in their relations with 
others. 
Vocabulary 
7 
2 Gates compiled a list of 1,500 words common in books published 
for grades 1, 2, and 3. 
3 
The International Kindergarten Union List contains words and 
phrases that are in the vocabulary of five- .and six-year-old children. 
A list of 2,500 words was selected from some 7,000 words. 
4 Dolch compiled a list of 220 words for drill to remedy a 
situation where children· have small basic· sight vocabulary, based on 
1 Arthur T. Jersild and Ruth Tasch, Children 9 s Interests (New 
York: Columbia University, 1949), p. 15. 
2Arthur I. Gates, JtThe Construction of a Reading Vocabulary for 
the Primary Grades, 11 Teachers College Record (March, 1926), 27: 625-642. 
3International Kindergarten Union, A Study of the Vocabulary of 
Children Before Entering the First Grade. Washington, D. C., 1928. 
4E. H. Dolch, 11Basic Sight Vocabulary, 11 Elementary School 
Journal (February, 1936), 36:456-460. 
• 
"frequency on the I.K.U., Gates Primary List, and Tho-rndike, The 
Teacher's Work Book. 
Fox1 state-s that direct-ed real·experience is one of the most 
perfect proc-edures to build vocabulary: 
Next to real experiences, extensive vicarious experi-
ences are necessary for vocabulary ·enrichment, reading con-
sti,tuting the most outstanding. Pupils with meager vocabu-
laries usually have limited reading experi·ences·, 
8 
2 Hackett compared six first readers with six primers. He found 
that the former are, on the average, 11 1.61 times as long andthat the 
vocabulary of the average reader is 2.14 times as extensive as that of 
the average prime:t." 
3 In 1942 Stone analyzed 107 primary grade.readers to formulate 
a graded vocabulary. His conclusions are: 
1. The new third grade readers require a mastery of a 
relatively large vocabulary. 
2. Recently published expanded series have an undue restric-
tion of vocabulary. 
3. It is necessary for adequate expansion to provide easy 
material at each level. 
In Stone's4 study of twenty preprimers published in 1931-1940, 
1Gladys M. Fox, "Are You Enriching Your Pupils' Vocabularies?" 
Elementary English Journal (February, 1938), 15:52-54. 
2J. A. Hackett, "Vocabularies of Recent Primers and First 
Readers," Elementary English Journal (October, 1938), 39:112-115. 
3c. R. Stone, "Vocabulary Based on 107 Primary Grade Books, 11 
Elementary School Journal (February, 1942), 42:452-455. 
4c. R. Stone, "Vocabulary of Twenty Pre-Prime~s, 11 Elementary 
School Journal (February, 1941), 41:423-429, 
inclus·±ve, he found 9- wide· range of vocabulary in various beginning 
books. He shows that not a S'ingre· word app-ears in all 20 pr:eprimers; 
359 dirt:erent words appear in·t-rre· 20 books; of these, 186 appear in 
only on·e book, 54 in only two, and 29 'in only three. 
1 
Hildreth · states that failure· ±n·b-e-ginning reading can be at-
tributed largely to the use of too many words in proportion to the 
9 
total content, There is insufficient repetition of words. The vocab-
ulary is unharmonious with the child 1 s own spelling and aural compre-
hension vocabulary. 
2 Rinsland's list shows that for each common word the frequency 
of usage by children at each grade level of the 25,632 words derived 
from compositions, 14,571 occurred with a frequency of three or more. 
"One of the most striking facts discovered after all tabulations were 
completed is the very large number of different words in each grade." 
In summarizing several group studies completed at Boston Univer-
sity concerning the spontaneous speaking vocabularies of children in 
3 
kindergarten and grades one, two, .·.and three, Murphy states: 
An attempt was made to open all avenues of experience by 
employing several techniques for stimulating conversation 
rather than limiting the recording to just words which would 
1G. H. Hildreth, "All in Favor of a Low Voeabulary," Elementary 
School Journal (April, 1943), 43:462-470. 
2H. D. Rinsland, A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School Chil-
dren (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1945). 
3Helen A. Murphy, "Spontaneous Spealg,ng Vocabulary of Children 
in Primary Grades," Bibliography, Journal of Education (December, 1957), 
140:1-104. 
o·ccur normally .. in a schoo·l ·s·ituation. 
It ·is· int·ere-s·ting to ohs-erve how the particular experi-
ences· ·of-th-e- childrem were· ·evrctem~e·d· -m-·ttrei:r conve-rsations. 
The lis-t··f·g· primarily a: New ·England list·, but· do--e·s· have a 
substantial· running count back of it and includes-· re·sponses 
of many children in many di:fferent classromns. Running count: 
Kindergarten 
Grade one 
Grade two 
Grade three 
371,281 words 
362,208 words 
218,636 words 
242, 9 72 words 
14 classrooms 
19 classrooms 
22 classrooms 
15 class-rooms 
10 
By experimenting with certain methods to see which ones offered 
the best opportunities for developing meanings and concepts and factors 
that might contribute to the development of growth of the vocabulary 
1 
of the kindergarten children, Herse concludes: 
It is evident that freedom of play and informal invironment 
are conducive to spontaneous vocabulary expression. Therefore, 
these situations should be stressed in every kindergarten 
child 1 s experience. They should provide a wealth of interesting 
experiences in which the child can participate. 
2 According to Brown, the first graders learn to read: 
By using charts and pictures, the teacher is able to build 
up a reservoir of about 75 words, which the child must recog-
nize before he is able to read at primer level. Real life ex-
perience means a great deal in teaching and learning too. 
Once the child is ready to read, it's the experience he takes 
with him to the printed page which enables him to get meaning. 
At this stage it is necessary for the teacher, if the child has 
not already had the experience, to develop experiences for the 
child. • . • The more the child is interested personally in 
things, the more readily he will learn. 
1Elizabeth Herse, "Guiding Vocabulary Development in the Kinder-
garten," Elementary English (1940), 17:68-70. 
2 . 
D. Brown, "How First Graders Learn to Read," American School 
Board Journal (September, 1957), 135:38. 
1 
According to Durre-ll : 
Altho-ugh primary reading ·materials usually bas·e ·t·heir vocab-
·ula:ry upon ·exp·eriences counnon· to children, activities are es-
sential to the-· deve-lupment···of· good compre-herrsi:.on. 
See·geri de-rive-d the followirrg imp·l±catiorrs- from his analysis 
of research in the· development of vocabulary. ···He- s-tate·s·~·· 
2. That richness and variety of the vocabulary used depends 
largely upon the variety of stimuli. employed. 
3. That real, concrete experiences· not only ·extend vocab-
ulary but make meaningful the words already at one's 
command, and that such media are used too infrequently. 
. 3 Sh~bles reports: 
1. First grade children apparently have a much larger under-
standing vocabulary than has been previously estimated. 
2. The size of the understanding vocabulary of''first grade 
children appears to have fairly steady growth with 
measured intelligence. 
3. As a result of this study, it would appear that many 
educators are underestimating the size of total under-
standing vocabulary of first grade children. 
4 Dawson asserts: 
Direct experience is the best means for enriching vocabulary. 
The program should include many opportunities for broadening the 
child's background by providing new and varied experiences and 
11 
1 Donald D. Durrell, "Development of Comprehension and Interpre-
tation, 11 Forty-e!ighth Yearbook of. the National Society for the Study of 
Education, Part II (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1949), p. 195 ·; 
2conrad Seegers, "Vocabulary Problems in the Elementary School," 
The Elementary English Review (January, 1940); 17:43. 
3Burleigh H. Shibles, "How Many Words Does a First Grade Child 
Know?" Elementary English Journal (January, ·1959), 42. 
4Mildred Dawson, Promoting Vocabulary Growth (New York: World Bodk 
Company, 1956), in Language Arts Notes 1fo5. I 
contacts. How carr·they be· ·provi~-ed? (1) Thraugh ·nra:rripulative 
activiti-e-s that involv-e handl-ing materials, tools and equipment; 
learning new names and understanding directions;/ discussing 
p1ans and re-sults. 
1 
Hildreth reports: 
Familiarity with the meaning of the· word was a significant 
factor in successful learning. 
Perceptual confusion seemed less connnon than meaning con-
fusions or word-association confusions. 
Word Recognition 
2 Gray states: 
Experiments have shown that children recognize visual forms 
as wholes somewhat vaguely at first, but gradually in increasing 
detail. They show also that in the proce-ss of learning to r~ad 
children are influenced more by-significant parts of words than 
are adult readers whose perc·eptual habits are more mature. With 
increase in the familiarity of words, less and less conscious 
attention is necessary to their detail. 
12 
Vernon3 described in great detail the nature of the perceptual 
act. She concluded that both the total word form and the distinguish-
ing characteristics of words are important aids to recognition. She 
also identified four steps or stages in word perception as: 
(a) Vaguely perceived form or contour with (b) certain dom-
inating or specific parts, which (c) stimulate auditory or kin-
esthetic imagery and (d) arouse meaning. These stages are 
assumed to be present in all normal reading situations. 
1Gertrude Hildreth, 11An Individual Study in Word Recognition," 
The Elementary School Journal (April, 1935), 35:616. 
2william S. Gray, "The Teaching of Reading and Writing, 11 An 
International Survey Monograph on Fundamental Education, UNESC0,~956, 
p. 83. 
3Magdalen D. Vernon, The Experimental Study of Reading (Cambridge, 
England: Cambridge University, 1931), p. 90. 
1 
· H±i:1ireth ·· ·-gtr~s-g~s word ·reco-gnition and word meaning as dis-
Although l·earning vocabulary meanings and r·ecognizing words 
are related skilLs, they are· usually two different abilities. 
A p-upil-might·recogniz·e a word and be able·to p-ronounce it 
witho·ut knowing its ·me·ani:ng; on the· other hand, he· might under-
stand a ·spoken word and yet not recognize i:t ·in print. For 
this ··reason, word recognition and vocabulary meanings should 
always be· related, 
13 
2 Harrison proposed the following steps for developing readiness 
for word recognition: 
1. Auditory training 
2. Visual training 
3. Training in the use of the context 
4. No formal reading at the readiness stage 
5. Eyes, ears, and mental abilities will be trained so that 
pupils will be ready to carry out the later and more de-
tailed steps. 
Smith3 conducted a systematic review with children to see if a 
quick perception method of reviewing vocabulary aids in visual percep-
tion, word recognition, oral reading rate, reduction of errors, and 
general reading ability. For eight weeks, for ten minutes daily, three 
times a week, the experimental group of fifty children were given a 
systematic review of vocabulary by flashing with the lantern slide pro-
1Gertrude Hildreth, "Reading Programs in Grades II and III, rt 
Forth-eighth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Educa-
tion, Part II (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1949), p, 119. 
2Lucille Harrison, 11Developing Readiness for Word Recognition," 
The Elementary English Review (March, 1946), 23:122. 
3Geraldine F. Smith, 11Development and Evaluation of a Quick Per 
ception Method in Beginning Reading, 11 unpublished Master 1 s thesis, 
Boston University, 1941. 
--
14 
:jector-·the·-vo·ca:bulary tn words an-d phrases··:forrec-o-grrit±on by the use 
of audtturyptrre-eption, by partialt::llle--1 and by no actual clue. The 
experimental group made significant gains "in all phases examined, 
M . 1 . d 14 .:1--aJ.orano rev1.ewe 5 woru.:s· with four c·ontext· c·hn:s- of varying 
degrees with fifty first and se·cond grade .. children in eac·h of two com-
munities. She· states· that ''graded contextual exercis-es accompanying 
a quick percept"ion technique increa·se the· c·hild 1 s·· s·ight vocabulary. tr 
Nugent
2 
conducted a study to show whether speed of readi;ng and 
number of words learned are affected by using cont:ext clue-s·· with tach-
istoscope for quick perception. She comes to the conclusion that con-
textual clues aided children's sight vocabularies. 
Sullivan
3 
used vocabulary from the preprimers and primers of the j 
I Row Peterson series and from the Durrell-Sullivan Primary Remedial Read-: 
ing Vocabulary List with two groups of 56 first grade children. The 
·· experilllental group was given eighteen 10-minute review periods with the 
vocabulary flashed with context clues of varying degrees. The results 
·favored the experimental group. 
1
Doris I. Maiorano, 11An Evaluation of a Quick Perception Method 
for Systematic Review on Primer Vocabulary, rr' linpublished Master 1 s 
~hesis, Boston University, 1945. 
2
Mary J. Nugent, "An Evaluation of Word Recognition Exercises 
for Grade I, 11 unpubliS.hed Master 1 s thesis, Boston University> 1946. 
3Ruth Anna Sullivan, 11The Construction and Evaluation of a 
Systematic Review of Vocabulary in Beginning Reading, 11 unpublished 
Master's thesis, Boston University, 1946. 
1 
15 
a qu±d~···-perc-e·pti--on metho·d with the··a±d of meani:ngful context cLues are 
· remembered b-e~r than wo-rds taught by basi.c met·hod. Sh:e us'ed vocabu-
children. Half of the words were·taught by orre·methu-d and half by the 
other. The quick perc.eption showed no real value as an initial method 
of teaching, 
2 Mattola conducte·d ·a:· study during--the· firs·t six we-eks of the 
first grade with 289 children in ten first grades. Murphy-Durrell 
ing Readiness Tests, a series of learning rate tests, were administered 
to the children, Individual flash card t.ests ·were· given to determine 
any words known before the teaching was begun, this t·esting being done 
on the basis of the learning rate scores. California Mental Maturity 
Tests were given. 
Five teachers taught words in isolation for the first three 
weeks and words in phrases during the second three weeks. Five other 
teachers taught words in phrase~ the first three weeks and words in 
isolation the second three weeks. In this way, all words were taught 
in both ways an4 all teachers used both methods~ 
1virginia Staples Prario, "An Evaluation of a Quick Perception 
Method in Teaching a Reading.Vocabulary to Grade One, 11 unpublished 
Master's thesis, Boston University, 1945. 
2Margaret D. Mattola, 11Th'e'"'E"f£ect of Teaching Reading Vocabu-
lary for Words in Isolation and Phrases_ in the First Grade, 11 unpub-
lis.hed Master's thesis, Boston University, 1951. 
--
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words taught in 'isolatio:n both on--the· story··te·st and flash card tests. 
1 
Berry str-e-sses the importance o£ ··extending s-ight vocabulary 
for ht~tt·er understanding: 
The larger :txhe·· number··o£-words wh'i·ch a child· ·recognizes 
quickly and accurat-ely at ·s·ight, the ·great·er is···the likeli-
hood that he will understand the text ·fully. It is essential, 
therefore, that r.eading materials be abundantly supplied and 
carefully paced to the child's rate of acquisition of vocabu-
lary, 
Meek2 studied learning and retention in young children, experi-
menting with words of some letter similarity. She says, "Recognition 
in the general experiences of life often depends upon some special mark ! 
or characteristic which becomes a clue to the whole situation. 11 
3 Rickard experimented in 1935 on the recognition vocabulary of 
primary pupils. He gives the following conclusions: 
Factors determining ease of recognition are:· 
(a) Frequency of oral use, the greater the oral familiarity 
the better the chances of visual recognition. 
(b) Length of words, words containing few lett.ers· more 
easily recognized than longer ones. 
(c) Configuration of words as determin~d by relation of as-
cending, descending and neutral letters within the word. 
1 . 
.Althea Berry, ''Development of Reading .Vocabulary and Word Rec-
ognition, 11 Forty-eighth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study 
of Education, Part II (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1949), 
p. 183. 
2Lois Hayden Meek, .A Study of Learning and Retention in Young 
Children, Contributions to Education, No, 164 (New York: Teachers Col-
lege, Columbia University, 1925), p. 50. 
3Garrett E,.Rickard, "The Recognition Vocabulary of Primary 
Pupils," Journal of Educational Research (December, 1935), 29:291. 
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ment of word '"recogni:tion ski:l-ls· in· ·the·· first· ·grade~ Thre-e· te-s;t ing 
periods were provide·d to ·me-a-sure·· growth. Findin-gs ~rhow tha·t from the 
fourth month in ·school the difference in ability increas-ed tremarkably. 
The girl-s· ·prove·d to be superior t·o t·he boys in word·-'re-co-gni:tion drills • 
2 Selke att-empte·d to find which word·s· c·auJ?·ed mo-re di:fficulty to 
second grade pupils. There were 203 words woven into a story form 
and presented to an unselected group of childr.en. Each pupils was .: 
given a copy of the story to read orally, and the teacher recorded un-
known or mispronounced words on another copy. Seventeen hundred pupils 
were tested. The results indicate that the words learned with diffi-
culty w~re quickly forgotten. 
3 Baker studied ~ome difficulties encountered in word recogni-
tion and found: 
• . . (1) that the difficulty occurring most frequently 
is confusion of word forms and (2) that the confusions are 
most frequent in words which are regarded as basic or common 
to all raading material. 
The occurr~nce of ~rrors in visual perception among beginning 
1-r:rel~n E. Donne1ly, "The Growth of Word Recognition Skills in 
Grade On~, 11 Education (September, 1935), 56:40-43 • 
. 
2Erich S~lke, 'tw'ord-Recogni.tion Difficulties of Second-Grade 
Pupils,'' The Bl~mentary English Review (April, 1943), 20:155-156. 
3Norma Baker, "Confusion in Word Recognition," The Elementary 
School Journal (June, 1945), 45:575. 
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1 e . readers-· was·· studi:ed··by ~otte-r·.· ·Tire- resu1 ts show a m:;-e'd fur improve-
ment in d±sc·rtminatton. The aut·hor sugge-s·ts· tra"ining children in ob-
·s·ervation wi-th such acti-viti:es as comparison and contras-t o£ wards. 
2 
Sheldon and Hatch drew the: following conclusions £rom an inves-
tigation of the reading abilities of third graders: 
1. Errors on easier words appear to be a weak point in the 
reading of many children, regardless of their status as 
good or poor readers. 
2. Both good and poor readers tend to guess at unknown words 
from the general form of the word. 
3. A low sight vocabulary, as measured by the tachistoscope 
was found to be a definite weakness among third-grade 
children classed as poor readers. 
Staiger3 has this to say regarding word perception: 
It can be seen that although meaning is an important factor 
in word recognition, it is not the connnanding factor upon which 
the pupil stands or falls. The child who is overdependent upon 
meaning clues to the exclusion of other, suffers. 
4 According to Crowder, 
When a child is just beginning to learn to read--usually in 
the first grade--he acquires a sight vocabulary of from 350 to 
500 words. This he does largely through recognition of a word 
by its configuration, or by clues, which grow out of certain 
peculiarities such as length, tall letters or the tail of a y. 
1Muriel C. Potter, Perception of Symbol Orientation and Early 
Reading Success, Contributions to Education, No. 939 (New York: Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1949). 
Zwilliam D. Sheldon and Shirley Hatch, "Strength and Weaknesses 
in Reading of a Group of Third-Grade Children," The Elem~ntary School 
Journal (April, 1950), 50:452. 
3Ralph C Staiger, "Meaning Clues to Word Perception," Education 
(May, 1955), 45. 
4M. Crowder, "Guidance in Word Recognition, 11 Instructor 
(November, 1945), 55:19+. 
1 
Hildreth state-s-~-- -
Word---re:cognition··i-.s--·tire basic· skilL ·to ·b-e·ma-.st-ere·d ·in be-
ginning reading. Pro-gre-ss in· reading depends upon the pupils 1 
growing a:b±lity to ·recogniz·e-- word units in ·different contextual 
-settings and to pronounce· the words correctly in oral reading.' 
Skill in word recogni;tion i"s· ·n--e·eded to int·erpr-et ·the meanings 
of new material in which words previously recur in different 
arrangement·s and language patterns. 
. 2 A$ H~ldreth points out: 
In the primary grades l~arning to read progresses through 
several stages somewhat as follows: 
Preparation for learning to read through experiences in and 
out of school that broaden the child's background and contribute 
to his maturity for learning with understanding. 
Introduction to reading through experiences which help the 
pupils to learn association between p'rinted words and their 
graphic symbols, to respond with understanding to simple printed 
context, and to distinguish among word symbols and retain them 
in memory. 
Dramatization 
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3 Boyd experimented by giving opportunities to pupils from kin-
dergarten through grade six to react dramatically to the same problem 
story. He reports: 
1Gertrude Hildreth, "Reading Programs in the Early Primary 
Grades," Forty-eighth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study 
of Education, Part II (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1949), 
p. 84. 
2Ibid., p. 54. 
3G. A. Boyd and Myrtle R. Youssi, "Role Playing Reveals Language 
Levels," Elementary English (October, 1957), 34:388-393. 
The dramatiza-t±on·s·· at· ·th-e···vartous· ·age·l·evels revealed the 
degre·es of social adjustment, attitudes towards· teachers and 
pupils, and the sense of jus-tice and fair treatment, which 
theBe pupils had dev-e1oped , . • as a technique for promoting 
oral expre'Ssion, sociodrama brought to the fore· individual 
differences in vocabulary development in logical reasoning, in 
the length of dramatizations and in the complexity of situa-
tions handled, 
1 
Bushbee states: 
Children love to dramatize, project themselves into the roles 
of others and make real, vicarious satisfactions and events. 
Through this medium of Language Arts we can have rea1 situa-
tions, necessitating oral expression, involving the careful 
choice of words essential to convey the correct and proper mean-
ings to the audience • 
. 2 
According to Hedtke:: 
Most young children enjoy imitating adults, they love to 
play the butcher, the grocery man, the milkman, the postman, 
and the teacher. Or they may pretend to be an airplane, a 
train, or a familiar animal. Dramatic play develops many per-
sonal qualities in young children and prepares for appreciation 
of favorite stories and poems. One distinct value of creative 
dramatics is that all children may participate. 
A teacher who wishes to develop maximal appreciation of oral 
productions on the part of children will always provide a broad 
range of experiences. Each experience must be accompanied by 
conversations, wherein the teacher supplies the correct words 
and stimulates the pupils to use new words correctly so as to 
increase vocabulary. 
In conclusion it can be stated that research has pointed out 
that reading is a functional s~quential skill based upon child's ex-
1
vivian Bushbee, "Dramatic Interpretation in the Elementary 
School, 11 Elementary English (October, 1957), 34:394-396. 
2Florence G. Hedtke, 11Methods for Improving Appreciation of 
Materials Presented Orally, in Kindergarten Through Grade Three," 
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Oral Aspects of Reading, Proceedings of the Annual Conference on Read-
ing held at the University of Chicago (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 1955), p. 111. 
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I 
p·eri"Enc-e·s. The growth in rea:ding ability is efrected by broad, varied, 
···fnter-est±rrg··exper ie!I'c-e·s-, whi·ch .. ""in turn- ·f-o-ster·tmricire"d vocabulary. 
The purpos-e of th""is ·study "is to dis·caver · t·f fi:rst grade children 
acquire a beginning sight vocabulary through using printed words or 
phrases in imaginative play situations. 
CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF STUDY 
In order to conduct the study, it was necessary to: 
l. S~lect situations for dramatization 
2. Determine a vocabulary to be used 
3. D~velop specific lesson plans 
4. Secure a populat~on to try the material 
5. Construct tests to measure the vocabulary learned during 
the six-week program, 
Situations 
E"iich meniber of the group surveyed her class for possible situa-
tions by asking the children for th~ngs they would like to be, people 
they would like to be, and places they would like to go. The follow-
ing fifty situations were suggested: 
:Airport Trip 
~pple Farm Trip 
Ball Game 
Beach Trip 
Birthday Party 
Building a Play House 
Burning Leaves 
Camping Trip. 
Church 
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Cowboys and Indians 
Dancing School 
Day in the Attic 
Fire Station 
Fishing Trip 
Getting School Clothes 
Getting Ready to Watch TV 
Getting Washed 
Going to California 
·e 
Going to the: ·circus 
Going to the Movies 
Go·ing to See Santa 
Harbor Trip 
Helping Mother 
Hike in the Woods 
Hospital 
Library 
Millinery 
Making a Pumpkin 
Museum 
On the Way to Work 
Park 
Picnic 
Playground 
Playing School 
Police Station 
Post Office 
Puppy 
Ranch 
Snack Time 
Superman 
Shopping for Food 
Toy Store 
Trick or Treat 
Train Trip 
Trip to the Moon 
Visit to Grandmother's 
Visit to a Neighbor 
Visit to the Zoo 
Waiting for the Bus 
When I Grow Up 
From this list 1 fourteen were selected which seemed to lend 
themselves to the basic vocabulary. 
The situations for grade one are: 
Birthday Party 
Getting a Puppy 
Going to the Circus 
Going to the Zoo 
Harbor Trip 
Helping Mother 
Stores 
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For grade two: 
A Play House Hospital 
Away to Work Trip to the Moon 
Beach Trip When I Grow Up 
Faa::m Trip 
Vocabulary 
The basic vocabulary was taken from the series used in the 
classrooms. They are as follows: 
1 
Grade One: Betts Basic Reader, The Language Arts Series, 
2 3 
Curriculum Foundation Series, Today's Work and Play Series. There 
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are 96 preprimer words which were to be the core of the material. The 
enrichment vocabulary for this grade was gathered from the children 
themselves and from the nspontaneous Speaking Vocabulary of Primary 
Children."4 The two lists of 96 basic and 100 enrichment words may 
be found in the appendix. 
1 Emmett A. Betts and Carolyn A. Welch, Ride Away, Time to Play, 
All in a Day (New York: American Book Company, 1946). 
4william S. Gray, Dorothy Barauch, and Elizabeth Rider MOnt-
gomery, We Look and See, We Work and Play, We Come and Go (New York: 
Scott, Foresman Company, 1956). 
3Arthur I. Gates, Miriam Blanton Huber, Celeste Comegys Pear-
don, and Frank Seeley Salisbury, Splash, Tuffy and Boots, At the Lake 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1957). 
4Helen A. Murphy, "Spontaneous Speaking Vocabulary of Primary 
Children," Journal of Education (December, 1957). 
-
"'--
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Grade Two: The basic vocabulary for the second grade was taken 
from the seriesused in the classrooms as follows: Curriculum Founda-
1 2 
tion Series, Learning to Read, and Words Common to Basal Readers, 
3 Grades One, Two, and Three. The enrichment vocabulary was taken from 
the children in planning the situations and from the "Spontaneous 
Speaking Vocabulary of Primary Children. 114 The children had an oppor-
tunity to review 204 basic words and learn 107 enrichment words in 
six weeks. 
A complete list of words for both grades may be found in the 
appendix. 
The list of situations was divided among the teachers for plan-
ning the presentation to the children in their rooms. The main topic 
~ 
of the lesson was divided into five subtitles to allow five groups to 
participate at the same time in learning a core vocabulary during a 
week. The lessons were rotated during the week so that every child 
participated in all of the activities. 
1william S. Gray, Dorothy Barauch, and Elizabeth Rider Mont-
gomery, New Friends and Neighbors (New York: Scott, Foresman and 
Company, 1956)..· 
2Nila Banton Smith, Through the Gate (New York: Silver Burdett 
Company, 1945). 
3 Helen A. Murphy, Words Common to Basal Readers, Grades One, 
Two, and Three (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company; New York: The Mac-
millan Company, Row, Peterson Company, and Silver Burdett Company). 
4 rbid, 
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PreB'en,tation · 
The words for each lesson we·re presented to each group on flasb; 
cards, with a discussion of what they could do to dramatize·the words.! 
When each group had beenintroduced to their words for the day, the 
entire class participated in the dramatization of the vocabulary. 
The following are sample lesson plans for one week's work, with 
five subtitles for each lesson. 
-----~- --~ -- ---
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Sample-Lesson Plans for OneWeek in Grade One 
Puppy 
Group 1. Getting a Puppy 
Words: Basic Enrichment Phrases 
a puppy see, Father 
is soft a little puppy 
little Thank you Look, a puppyi, 
look hold Thank you 
see small puppy is soft 
Father puppy is little 
Activities 
1. Waiting for Father 
2. Receiving the puppy 
3. Holding the puppy 
4. Thanking Father for it 
Group 2. Playing with the Puppy 
Words: Basic Enrichment Phrases, 
for fast play ball, pu¥py 
I 
\ 
puppy can play 
! 
play catch 
ball high puppy can run! 
can throw catch the bali 
i 
run name run for the b4ll 
the throw the bali 
2!8 
e Activities· 
1. Deciding W.hat puppy can play 
2. Where he can play 
3. Playing ball with the puppy 
Group 3. Buying Things for the Puppy 
Words: Basic Enrichment Phrases 
we buy go to the store ' 
want pay we want to go 
food open open the door 
to door buy the food 
go carry go to the door 
the 
store 
Activities 
l. Going to the store for food 
2. Buying the things you need for a puppy 
3. Bringing home the things 
4. Finding a .. place for the goods 
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e Group 4. c·a:ring·-£or·the--· Puppy 
w-ords·: Basic Enrichment Phras-es 
come dog food puppy can eat 
eat dinner get·the dish 
good water puppy 1 s dish 
jump dish it is good food 
up taste eat, puppy, eat 
Activities 
1. Feeding the puppy 
2. Getting his dish 
3. watching the puppy eat 
4. Playing with the puppy 
Group 5. Having a Parade with the Puppy 
Words: Basic Enrichment Phrases 
our leader puppy is in the 
parade 
fun parade 
lead the parade 
stop march 
a parade is fun 
walk slow 
march slow 
it turn 
stop, walk, stop 
Activities 
1. Getting ready for a parade 
2. Getting the puppy in the parade 
3. Marching along 
e 
~ .... 
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Sample Lesson Plans for One Week in Grade Two 
Away We Go to Work 
Group 1. At t-he Fire Station 
Words: Basic Enrichment Phrases 
fire ladder call the fire stakion 
I, 
engine water where·· is the fire' 
I 
us siren get the hose 
call hose call us 
station hydrant 
Activiti~s · · 
1. Going to the fire station 
2. Going to the fire 
3. Blowing the siren 
4. Riding to a fire 
5, Looking for the hydrant, hooking up the hose 
Group 2. At the Gas Station 
Words: Basic Enrichment Phrases 
gas gas station please give me 
please clean two gallons, please 
give tire change it, please 
change windshield clean the windshield 
pay gallons pay the man 
change the tire, 
please 
Activities· 
1. Fillin-g·th~ gas tank 
2. Changing the tir~ 
3. Cleaning th~ windshield 
4. Paying for the gas 
5. Coun:ting the change 
Group 3. At the Shoe Store 
Words: Basic Enrichment Phrases 
shoes wear what color do yo:U 
want 
will size 
I will try 
buy measure 
a pair of shoes 
pair foot 
measure your foot 
color shoe store I 
what size shoe 
Activities 
1. Measuring someone for a pair of shoes 
2. Looking for the pair of shoes 
3. Trying on the pair of shoes 
4. Collecting the money for the shoes 
., ..... 
Words: Enrichment 
sit sandwich 
eat soup 
lunch hamburger 
restaurant hungry 
there dessert 
Activi!ties 
1. Go·ing ·into· th~ restaurant 
2. s·etting up . the table 
3. Taking·the order 
4. Serving the food 
Group-· 5. w·orking at the Carpenter Is 
Words: Basic Enrichment 
saw carpenter 
small hammer 
table nail 
chair wood 
paint cut 
Activities 
1. Using the saw to saw wood 
2. Making a chair 
3. Painting £urniture 
4. Making furniture 
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s·±t there, pleas~ 
here is a rest-
aurant 
what do you want: 
' have a ·sandwich ! 
what is for dessert 
Phrases 
saw the wood 
I just saw the 
hammer 
paint the wood 
paint the chair 
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Compl:et-e--srts·· of pla:n·s···fur·grcrd:e-s-··one: -an·d t:'wo nray·b-e found in 
the appendix. A plan for ··group·- rotation within the cla·ss may also be· 
found in the appendix. 
Population 
Classe-s -of heterogeneous groups were used to try the material. 
These were located in three cities and one town in the New England 
area. The classes were· comprised of 91 children in- thre·e first grades 
and 68 children- in three·-·second grades; a total of 159 children. 
The ·hetero·geneous·-grouping ·was conti.nued in the clas·srooms to 
allow th~ slow child to work with and be aided by the good reader. 
The slow child seemed to enter into the project more actively when 
working in the heterogeneous groups and showed progress in word recog..,-
nition. The aid of the bright child toward the slow learner allowed 
the teacher to circulate among all groups rather than work with the 
slow-learning group alone. 
Measure 
To measure the vocabulary learned, four tests were constructed~ 
two for ~ach grade. One test was designed to inventory the basic vo-
cabulary and the second, the enrichment words. All tests required 
recognition through classification of words in categories. The cate-' 
gories included: things we can do, things we can have, things we some-
times say, how things look, words that tell us who, places to go, 
things that move, numbers, colors, things found in the house, things 
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to wear, things to eat, furniture, things you can buy, things we can 
do with our feet, things to do at home, ways we may feel, things we can 
! 
see, animals, people, and words that ask a question. Words were listed 
in suitable categories and the extra items which were difficult to fit 
into a meaning category. In order to save testing time and eliminate 
any fatigue element, no word was included in more than one item; for 
example: Draw a circle around the words that tell us a number or how 
many. 
1. one go three four stop 
in down at two it 
The directions were giv~n orally by the teacher. The directions: 
I 
' 
were repeated for each category. A sample was done ·ontthe· blackboard 
Example: 
Oral, teacher, 11Draw a circle around the words that tell us 
they are people, It 
1. children fireman friend make girl 
man boys story family surprise forgot 
grandfather laugh·: grandmother much any 
Copies of the test with directions for administering and scar-
ing them may be found in the appendix. 
The scores of the tests were analyzed and the results are in 
the next ch~pter. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to discover: 
1. The basic vocabulary mastered for each grade 
2. The enric~ent vocabulary mastered for each grade. 
Table I shows the distribution of scores on the basic vocabu-
lary for grade one. 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF PREPRIMER VOCABULARY 
e Scores Frequency 
92 - 96 9 
87 - 91 11 
82 - 86 11 
77 - 81 8 
72 = 76 10 
67 - 71 15 
62 66 15 
57 - 61 4 
52 - 56 2 
47 - 51 5 
42 - 46 1 
Total 91 
Median 73.115 
Mean 74.55 
S.D .. 12.35 
-35-
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Th-er·scores range from46 to 96 with a mean of 74.55. The-
standard deviation·is 12.35 and the·median is 73.115. Forty-four chil-
dren had·s-core-s- of 75 or better. 
Table II shows the distribution of scores on the enrichment 
vocabulary for grade one. 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF GRADE ONE ENRICHMENT VOCABULARY 
Scores Frequency 
91 - 95 4 
86 - 90 5 
81 - 85 4 
76 - 80 11 
71- 75 17 
66 - 70 16 
e 61 - 65 11 56 - 60 7 
51 - 55 2 
46 - 50 6 
41 - 45 0 
36 - 40 1 
31 - 35 2 
25 - 30 2 
21 - 25 2 
16 - 20 1 
Total 91 
Median 66.45 
Mean 66.15 
S.D. 15.50 
The scores ranged from 16 to 95 words with a mean of 66.15. 
The standard deviation was 15.50. The median was 66.15. Forty-one 
children scores 71 or better. 
• 
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Table· III shows the distribution of scores on the basic vocab-
ulary for grade two. 
TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF GRADE TWO BASIC VOCABULARY 
Scores 
198 - 202 
193 - 197 
188 - 192 
183 - 187 
178 - 182 
173 - 177 
168 - 172 
163 - 167 
158 - 162 
153 - 157 
148 - 152 
143 - 147 
138 - 142 
133 - 137 
Total 
Range 
Mean 
S.D. 
Frequency 
4 
11 
14 
13 
3 
8 
4 
6 
2 
0 
1 
0 
0 
2 
68 
133 - 202 
181.75 
13.95 
The scores on this basic test ranged from 133 to 202 with a 
mean of 181.75. The standard deviation was 13.95. Forty-two chil-
dren had a score of 181 or more. 
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Table IV shows the ·di.-stribut·ion of scures on ·the···enrichment 
vocabulary for grade two, 
TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF GRADE TWO ENRICHMENT VOCABULARY 
Scores Frequency 
93 - 97 11 
88 - 92 25 
83 - 87 8 
78 - 82 3 
73 - 77 8 
68 - 72 5 
63 - 67 5 
58 - 62 1 
53 - 57 1 
48 - 52 0 
43 - 47 1 
e Total 68 
Range 43 - 97 
Mean 83.1 
S.D. 11.45 
The scores on the enrichment test ranged from 43 to 97 words 
with a mean of 83.1. The standard deviation was 11.45. Forty-four 
children had a score of 83 words or more. 
Conclusions based on the data may be found in the following 
chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the teaching of read4 
ing through imaginative play situations in grades one and two. The 
teaching was done during the regular reading program for thirty con-
secutive school days. Ninety-one children in three grade one class-
rooms and sixty-eight children in three grade two classrooms were in-
cluded in the study. The lessons in grade one introduced ninety-six 
basic words and one hundred enrichment words. In grade two the les-
sons introduced two hundred four basic and one hundred enrichment 
words. Inventory tests including both vocabularies were administered 
at the close of the study. The following conclusions may be drawn: 
1. The method appeared to be effective in both grades. 
a. The mean score for the basic vocabulary in grade one 
was 74.55 words and for the enrichment, 66.15 words. 
b. The mean score for the basic vocabulary in grade two 
was 181.75 words and the enrichment, 83.1 words. 
c. The lowest score in grade one for the two vocabularies 
was 61 words and in grade two, 188 words. 
d. In grade one, 44 children mastered 74 words or more out 
-39-
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of 96 basic words, and 57 children mastered 66 or more 
out of one· hundred ·enrichment wordS". 
··e. In grade two, 42 ch.±ldren mastered 181 or more basic words 
and 44 children magtered 83 enrichment wordS" or· more. 
I 
2. With children of varied abilities working together, learning I 
was S"trengthened. 
3. Children showed enthusiasm toward learning to read by this 
method. 
4. Play situations helped to draw out the shy child. 
5. Good social habits were developed: 
a. Good listening habits 
b. Cooperation toward one another 
c. Mutual respect 
d. The sharing of background experiences. 
6. Oral language skills app·eared to be strengthened: 
a. Ch-ildren expressed thems·elves· using a complete thought. 
b. It improved enunciation and pronunciation. 
CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Using·the materi-als developed in this thesis, conduct a study 
under the following conditions: 
1. A larger first and -second grade population 
2. Control and expertnrental groups 
3. Trial period during the first six weeks of school 
4. Analysis of results based on intelligence levels and sex. 
~· 
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APPENDIX 
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e Preprimer Vocabulary--Grade One--96 Words 
A F J K w 
a farm jump play want 
airplane father way 
and find K R we 
are fish went 
at for kitten red what 
away fun(ny) ride where 
four L run will 
& window 
. i 
I 
I 
G laki;! s with 
baby let work 
bali get like said 
big go lit tie see y 
blue good look she 
boat something yellow 
brown li M splash yes 
store you 
Q had may stop 
have make z 
can hay me T 
car help mother zoo 
come here my the 
home three 
D house N to 
too 
do I new took 
doll no toys 
down I not two 
in train 
! is 0 
it u 
eat oh 
engine one up 
out us 
/ 
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Enrichment Vocabulary--Grade One--100 Words 
A E M s y 
asleep elephant mailman sail vegetable 
elevator march sale 
B meat seal w 
! medicine shoes 
balloon money sit wash 
basket fast monkey slow water 
beds feed mop small wear 
bench five mouth soft write 
birthday food street 
bread li surprise 
buy G swim 
need swing 
£ game nose 
gift nosedrops T 
carry 
catch H 0 tail 
change take 
childrem hair opem tastes 
circus handkerchief thank you 
e clothes happy p throw clown harbor ticket 
cold hat pay tiger 
count high peanuts time 
cups hold pick trash 
picnic trunks 
D l picture turn 
please 
dime ice cream present 
dinner invitation puppy 
) 
dish 
dishes L B: 
door 
dress(ed) leader ready 
drum letter rest 
dry lunch ribbon 
dust room 
I 
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Basic Vocabulary--Grade Two--2Q4 Words 
!:. G 
.Q 
again chimney getting look(ed) quack all climbing girl lunch almost cluck give 
B: am collar glad M aniJIUll come going 
rabbi any cow good makes ready apples goodby man restaurant are D grandfather mew ride around grandmother morning right asked dark green mother at did 
move s digs H Mr. B do 
much said dog hear must saw bag dollar hello my school basket don't help 
shoes barn door here li shop beach duck high shout because hill need show began E holes night sick e behind home no sing 
eat hop nose sit best 
six engine horse nurse bird 
small black house 
how 0 so blue r 
bought some 
boys family l on soon 
bow-wow farm old stand 
bump fast ice cream out star 
but fireman :Ls our station 
buy fires it over stop 
first story 
c fish ! p suit 
floor surprise 
call follow kitten paint 
came fly pair T 
L party cannot forgot 
pay table found 
picture tail 
cap 
four laugh care 
take friend let's pig 
thank you 
cat 
play fun light cent 
please there like 
they 
--
change 
lives pony 
things 
chicken 
long pretty children 
put this 
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Basic Vocabulary--Grade Two--continued 
time R where 
today 
which 
together wagon white 
too walk who 
toys want window 
train was would 
tree watch 
wave y u way 
what very 
under wheels 
us when y 
yes 
you 
your 
47: 
e Enrichment Vocabulary--Grade Two--107 Words 
A M 
anything drink measure smoke 
afraid drop might strong 
airport dusk miss sweep 
alarm moon 
arriving E mountain T 
B engineer N table 
enjoy television. 
bake everybody nail tire 
bathrobe excited neat tonsils 
bed nurse track 
boards F tray 
books 0 trip 
brave feeling 
bring flowers operation u 
build foot 
full p uniform 
c 
G passenger w 
cab patient 
-
camera gallons people water 
carry game pilot wear 
carpenter gas plane windshield 
chairs groceries wood 
channel ground R 
chickens guess y 
clean racket 
clothes H radio yard 
clouds read 
cold hamburger real 
cook hammer roof 
corridor heavy room 
couch hinges rug 
crying hose 
curtains hospital s 
hungry 
D hydrant sandwich 
satellite 
dessert L sew ... ., .. 
dial shy 
dinner ladder sick 
e doctor lamp signals draw learn siren 
life size 
.e 4$ I 
Helping Mother 
Group 1. Basic Enrichment Phrases 
do dust I will help 
help dishes do the beds 
I dry do the dishes 
me mop dry mop 
Mother beds I will dust 
Group 2. Basic Enrichment Phrases 
my take play with Baby 
play trash take the trash 
to pick pick up the room 
-
the room 
up Baby 
Group 3. Basic Enrichment Phrases 
with make you may dust 
you out you may dry mop 
down may make the beds 
look too 
come like 
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Group 4. Basic Enrichment Phrases 
get ThC~:nk you ·get dinner 
said big clean up 
see clean want to help 
run dinner run to help 
want clothes 
Group 5. Basic Enrichment Phrases 
house carry please let me 
may pretty may I carry 
put lunch carry the lunch 
let please 
we fun 
e 
I 
5d 
e 
The Picnic at the Harbor 
Group 1. Basic Enrichment Phrases 
and car come, Father 
come basket get the lunch 
Father lunch come and get 
get harbor 
go picnic 
Group 2. Basic Enrichment Phrases 
in water see the boats 
jump swim we will swim 
Mother sail jump in 
e ride trunks 
will ready 
Group 3. Basic Enrichment Phrases 
at ride jump in 
big dog the big boats 
boats food lunch at the beach 
fish lunch 
help beach 
e 
Group 4 .. Easic 
here 
I 
is 
it 
lake 
Group 5. Basic 
splash 
with 
you 
like 
play 
e 
Enrichment 
food 
ready 
water 
sit 
dishes 
Enrichment 
door 
Thank you 
catch 
home 
rest 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
5~ 
Phrases 
at the lake 
food is ready 
in the water 
Phrases 
in the door 
like to splash 
play catch 
• 
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The Birthday Party 
Group 1. Receiving an Invitation 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment Phrases 
see mailman see the mailman 
the letter come see 
come street I have something 
have invitation see the letter 
something party see the invitatioti 
Activities 
1. Looking out the window for the mailman 
2. Going to meet the mailman 
3. Opening the letter 
4. Reading the invitation 
Group 2. Buying the Present 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment 
what present 
want doll 
it drum 
is gift 
you birthday 
Activities 
1. Deciding what to buy 
2. Looking at the things in the store 
Phrases 
what is it 
it is a doll/drum 
you want it 
what present 
the birthday prese~t 
it is a gift 
3. What toys they have, 
what they don't have 
4. Doing up the present 
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Group 3. Getting Ready fortheParty 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment Phrases 
let's wash(ed) did you help 
help dress(ed) are you ready 
here are let's help 
did ready here is your dress 
yes hair are you washed 
Activities 
1. Pick out clothes to wear 
2. Get dressed 
3. Checking to see who is ready 
The slow learner may be asked to pick out something to wear 
that begins with a given Letter, or find something to wear, find some-
thing you can comb, something you use water for. 
Group 4. At the Party 
Vdeabulary: Basic Enrichment Phrases 
for hello happy birthday to yo:u 
I 
me surprise surprise for you 
fun happy a surprise for me 
in game fun for me 
play thank you play a game 
54, 
Activittes 
1. Greeting the guests 
2. Opening the presents 
3. Thanking the guests 
4. Playing games 
The game of 11Pin the Tail on the Donkey" lends itself in many 
ways to teaching letters and matching words, sounds and words, and 
word recognition of parts of the animal, 
Group 5. Time to Go Home 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment 
get p·ick 
to cup 
said dishes 
my write 
away time 
Activities 
1. Helping to pick up the dishes 
2. Putting things away 
3. Writing a thank you note 
4. Saying goodby 
Phrases 
get my cup 
pick up my cup 
time to go 
write to thank you 
go away, dishes, go ' 
away 
ss! 
Shopping in the Stores 
Group 1. Toy Store 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment Phrases 
toys stores a blue toy 
train buy buy a toy train 
airplane change count the change 
red count a red train 
blue money count the money 
Activities 
1. Going into the store 
2. Looking around at the toys 
3. What toys do we have, what would we like 
4. Buying a toy and paying for it 
5. Counting the change 
The slow learner has a good chance to match words with picture 
cards in looking for a toy. The child has a flash card with kind of 
toy he would like. The slow child could look for the toy for him as 
the storeman would. 
Group 2. Drug Store 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment Phrases 
may cold walked to the store ; 
walk(ed) nose drops nose drops for mother 
' e I medicine may I 
something ice cream ice cream, please 
mother have I have a cold 
Activities· 
1. Walking to the·· store· 
2. Telling the storeman what you want 
3. Taking the things home 
4. Getting some ice cream 
Here again the slow child may be the storeman finding things 
by matching. 
Group 3. Five and Ten Store 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment Phrases 
in ribbon go in 
went caps come out 
out handkerchief find some ribbon 
find dime find a cap 
home 
Activities 
1. Looking for something to buy 
2. Looking in the window 
3. Picking out what you want 
4. Taking it home 
Door marked "in" and "out 11 to teach going through a door 
properly. 
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Group 4. D·epartment Store 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment 
up elevator 
down clothes 
where shoes 
look(ed) wear 
here sale 
Activities 
1. Finding out where things are in a store 
2. Information desk 
3. Ride in the elevator 
4. Trying on clothes 
5. Buying things to wear 
Group 5. Grocery Store 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment 
can food 
goods meat 
three vegetables 
eat bread 
what money 
Activities 
1. Looking for the canned goods 3. 
e 2. Picking out the things you need 4. 
Phrases 
go up 
come down 
here it is 
where are the 
clothes 
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where are the shoes 
elevator going up 
Phrases 
food to eat 
food goods 
three cans 
meat and bread to 
eat 
Checking out at the 
counter 
Putting things in a 
bag 
Going to the Zoo 
Group 1. ·Visiting the Monkeyq House 
Vocabulary: Basic 
at and 
jump down 
up look 
Activities 
Enrichment 
monkey 
tails 
swing 
1. Seeing the different kinds of monkeys 
2. Watching their antics 
3. Imitating them 
4. Feeding them 
Group 2. Visiting the Elephants 
Vocabulary: 
Activities 
Basic 
four like 
mother with 
father look 
two at 
babi.es 
1. Watching the elephants 
2. Feeding the elephants 
3. Riding the elephants 
Enrichment 
elephants 
trunks 
food 
peanuts 
4. Seeing them work with the trainer 
• 
Phrases·· 
see- the monkeys 
jump up and down 
they can swing 
with their tails 
Phrases 
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elephants like peanuts 
with their trunks 
look, mother 
there are four 
Group- 3: Vi.Eiting the Seals 
Vocabulary: 
Activities 
Basic 
fish comes 
splash to 
in 
on 
out 
like 
four 
Enrichment 
throws 
water 
rocks 
seals 
asleep 
1. Zookeeper throws them fish 
2. Feeding them 
3, Talking to them 
4. Watching them play 
Group 4. At the Tiger Cages 
Vocabulary: Basic 
Activities 
big he 
kitten like 
looks 
1. Watching them 
2. Feeding them 
3. Imitating them 
Enrichment 
tigers 
meat 
4. Watching them care for the babies 
Phrases 
seals like fish 
throw some 
splash the water 
on the rocks 
Phrases 
big kittens 
eating meat 
see the tigers 
he likes me 
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Group 5. ·s·e-e±rrg t·he Si:ght=s-·A:round thedZoo 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment 
lake to sit 
boats on bench 
walk down rest 
stop children 
sail 
Activities 
1. Sailing on the lake 
2. Buying peanuts 
3. Talking about the animals 
4. Walking around the zoo 
Phrases 
let 1 s walk 
sail a boat 
sit and rest 
on a bench 
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A Trip to the Circus 
Group 1. Getting Dressed to Go 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment 
blue father dress 
a baby hat 
help go shoes 
mother to circus 
Activities 
1. Deciding what to wear 
2. Looking for the clothes 
3. Helping Mother dress the baby 
4. Helping Father get the car ready 
Group 2. In the Car 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment 
see train 
window look 
store mother 
puppy father 
house baby 
brown 
Activities 
1. Try to sit near the window 
2. Looking at the scenery 
3. Seeing how long it takes to get there 
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Phrases 
my blue dress 
you help mother 
to the circus 
with the baby 
Phrases 
out the window 
see the house 
the br~wn puppy 
in the store 
4. Discussing what 
they'll see at the 
circus 
e 
II 
Group 3. Getting the Ticke·ts 
Vocabulary: Ba·sic 
for go 
me to 
you window 
man father 
fun 
Activities 
Enrichment 
need 
ticket 
five 
Phrases 
fi'Ve tickets 
one for me 
one for you 
can go in 
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! 
1. Deciding how many tickets they will need 
2. Father gets the tickets 
3. Father gives out the tickets 
4. Everyone goes inside 
Group 4. At the Circus 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment Phrases 
funny look clown see a clown 
two see most big red nose 
big man mouth a red balloon 
red blue balloons funny man 
want for 
me 
Activities 
1. Talking about the clowns 3. Playing with the balloons 
2. Buying candy 4. Watching the acts 
• Group 5 . Going Home· 
Vocabulary: Basic 
fun for 
had balloon 
too red 
good clown 
look want 
Activities 
Enrichment 
home 
1. Looking for a lost balloon 
2. Talking about the circus 
3. Playing games· 
4. Deciding to be clowns 
Phrases 
a good time 
we had fun 
look for it 
to be a clown 
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BEACH PIGNIC 
Lesson 1. Planning the Beach 
Vocabulary 
at four home 
pretty with white 
will beach make 
air always because 
really better best 
start storm sand 
castles 
Suggested Phrases 
at the beach 
pretty new bathing suit 
we will make 
white caps 
Suggested Activities 
Picnic 
new 
what 
bathing 
suit 
bought 
miles 
with us 
what will 
at home 
four new toys 
food 
love 
can 1 t 
won't 
such 
1. Family conversation planning the picnic which will take 
place at the beach. 
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2. Place of conversation may vary; it may be around the dinner 
table, at bedtime, in the family car while out for a ride, 
or out in the back yard. 
Materials 
l. Flash cards in the form of small fish for single words. 
2. Flash cards in the form of large fish for phrases. 
3. Pictures of: beach, home, bathing suit, four toys of one 
kind, four toys of a different kind. 
Procedure 
The class is divided into five groups, without regard to abil-
ities as they are usually considered in grouping for reading instruc-
tion. These five small groups will be heterogeneous in make-up. 
The nonphonetic words and words of highest difficulty are intro-
duced to the whole class. Once in groups, the faster learners, using 
word analysis skills learned to date, 11unlock" new words, assist slower 
children with word recognition and pronunciation. 
Vocabulary 
did 
family 
yes 
Suggested Phrases 
did you put 
yes I did 
some cookies 
Suggested Activities 
Lesson 2. Helping with Packing 
put 
toys 
soon 
some toys 
our family 
for our family 
sooner 
some 
cookies 
pretty soon 
soon time 
we will go soon 
1. In the kitchen at home helping to pack the picnic basket. 
2. In the child's bedroom looking through the toy box for 
things to take. 
3. Putting the things in the trunk of the car. 
Materials 
1. Flash cards in the form of lunch baskets. Small lunch 
baskets are used for the words and larger ones for the 
phrases. 
2. Pictures of: A family, toys, cookies, someone packing. 
Procedure 
Same as procedure explained for lesson 1, page 64. 
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Lesson 3. Playing on the Beach 
Vocabulary 
am 
grandmother 
happy 
grandfather 
Suggested Phrases 
so happy 
I am happy 
Grandmother looked 
on the sand 
Suggested Activities 
on 
l,ooked 
girl 
so 
Grandfather laughed 
girl looked 
at our sand house 
looked on 
1. Making things with sand. 
2. Playing in the sand. 
our 
laughed 
sand 
she 
3. Playing together with other children on the beach. 
4. Grandmother and Grandfather have come for the picnic. 
Materials 
1. Flash cards in the form of beach pails. Smaller pails are 
used for the single words. Bigger pails are used for the 
phrases. 
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2. Pictures of: Beach, Grandmother, Grandfather, girl, someone , 
laughing, a happy child, one child playing while one looks oni 
Procedure 
Same as explained for lesson 1, page 64. 
• Lesson 4. In for a Swim 
Vocabulary 
but 
cannot 
boys 
bump 
Suggested Phrases 
stop splashing 
school of fish 
the boys ran 
·must stop 
Suggested Activities 
must 
no 
too 
stop 
1. Pretending to be in swimming. 
2. Sighting a school of fish. 
3. Splashing in the water. 
splashing 
ran 
school 
fish 
cannot stop 
the boys bump 
no splashing 
not too far 
but we cannot 
4. Mother warns not to go out too far. 
5. Running in and out of the water. 
Materials 
1. Flash cards made in the form of boats. Small boats for 
single words. Larger boats are used for phrases. 
2. Pictures of: Children swimming, beach, water, fish, boys, 
water splashing. 
Procedure 
Same procedure as explained for lesson 1, page 64. 
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• Lesson 5. Lunch Time 
Vocabulary 
came 
who 
wants 
Suggested Phrases 
who wants some 
some candy 
who came 
do you want 
Suggested Activities 
thank 
do 
surprise 
now 
please 
some 
candy 
thank you 
for the surprise 
please may I 
not now 
1. We gather around MOther and the picnic basket. 
2. Mother passes out the food. 
3. We eat our lunch. 
4. Mother has some candy for a surprise. 
5. We remember our manners, please and thank you. 
Materials 
1. Flash cards in the form of small milk bottles. Flash cards 
in the form of large milk bottles for phrases. 
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2. Pictures of: Milk, bread, sandwiches, fruit, cookies, candy, 
lunch basket, chips, and other kinds of typical picnic food. ' 
Procedure 
The procedure is the same as explained for lesson 1, page 64. 
• 
• 
A FARM 
Lesson 1. Planning a Trip to a Farm 
Vocabulary 
fun 
farm 
there 
Suggested Phrases 
at the farm 
there are animals 
all animals 
we like 
Suggested Activities 
are 
animals 
all 
good fun 
good 
like 
it is fun 
animals are fun 
to the farm 
1,. Children at home ask Mother to take them to the farm. 
2. In the family room at home sitting in a circle, talking it 
over. 
3. Going for a ride in a car, seeing some farms, asking Mother 
to take children for a trip to the farm. 
Materials 
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1. Flash cards in the form of small farmhouses, to be used with 
words. Flash cards in the form of large farmhouses, to use 
with phrases. 
2. Pictures of: Farm, cows, horses, pigs, ponies, dogs, cats, 
hens, farmer. 
Procedure 
The procedure is the same as explained in lesson 1, page 64 . 
-
e 
Lesson 2, On the Way to the Farm in the Car 
Vocabulary 
ride 
under 
birds 
Suggested Phrases 
for a ride 
birds fly 
children play 
with pets 
Suggested Activities 
1. Pretend to be 
2. One child can 
3' we talk about 
4. We talk about 
Materials 
in 
fly 
trees 
apples 
a car. 
pretend to 
the things 
the things 
be 
we 
we 
children 
pets 
see the apples 
on the trees 
under the trees 
to the trees 
driving the car. 
see on the way. 
will see at the farm, 
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1. Flash cards in the form of small cars to be used for single 
words, Flash cards in the form of large cars to be used 
with phrases. 
2. Pictures of: Trees, birds, children, apples, pets, kittens, 
dogs. 
Procedure 
The procedure is the same as e~plained in lesson 1, page 64, 
\ 
Lesson 3. In the Barn at the Farm 
Vocabulary 
cow 
barn 
horse 
Suggested Phrases 
in the barn 
pretty black tail 
baby pony 
the dog says 
Suggested Activities 
pony 
black 
tail 
dog 
bow-wow 
says 
bow-wow bow-wow 
mother horse 
birown cow 
dog's tail 
1, In the barn s-eeing the animals who live there. 
2. Patting the animals. 
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3. The dog is barking at us because we are strangers. He wants 
to protect the farm and the farm animals. 
4. Mother horse is protecting Baby Pony. 
Suggested Materials 
1. Flash cards in the form of small barns for single words. 
Flash cards in the form of large barns for phrases. 
2. Pictures of: Barn, cow, horse, dog, tail of an animal, pony. 
Procedure 
The procedure is the same as that explained for lesson 1, 
page 64. 
Lesson._.4. Feeding the Animals 
Vocabulary 
rabbit 
duck 
hop 
Suggested Phrases 
see the rabbit 
hop, hop, hop 
the duck says quack 
something to eat 
Suggested Activities 
quack 
eat 
get 
chickens 
cluck 
get something 
for the chickens 
the chickens say 
cluck, cluck, cluck! 
1. It is feeding time for the animals on the farm. 
2. The children help with the feeding. 
3. The animals all come running to be fed. 
4. The animals all talk in animal talk because they are 
happy to be fed. 
Materials 
1. Flash cards in the form of small ducks for single words. 
Flash cards in the form of large ducks for phrases. 
2. Pictures of: Rabbit, duck, chickens, corn, lettuce, 
children feeding animals. 
Procedure 
Procedure is the same as explained in lesson 1, page 64. 
72. 
Lesson 5. Good-by to the Farm 
Vocabulary 
pigs 
saw 
kitten 
Suggested Phrases 
we saw 
pigs wanted 
kitten talks 
cat and kittens 
Suggested Activities 
mew 
talks 
wanted 
friends 
this 
our 
cat 
he says "mew" 
this was fun 
our friends 
good-by 
l. Saying good-by to the farm and all the animals. 
2. Getting in the car to go home. 
3. Talking over what we saw. 
4. Telling about everything we did, and thanking Mother for 
having taken us to the farm. 
Materials 
1. Flash cards in the form of small kittens for the single 
words. Flash cards in the form of larger cats for the 
phrases. 
2. Pictures of: Pigs, kittens, cats, boys and girls who would 
be friends, farm house, barn and farm yard. 
Procedure 
The procedure is the same as explained in lesson 1, page 64. 
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A Trip to the Moon 
Group 1. Background 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment 
how let v~- moon 
like makes plane 
night take rocket 
want when sky 
where will smoke 
trip 
Activities 
1. Where is the~? 
2. When do we see the moon? 
3. We will go in a rocket. 
Group 2. Planning 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment 
basket going bring 
long lunch camera 
ready ride clothes 
suit take space 
things very 
Activities 
1. What shall we~? 
2. I will take my ~pace~· 
3. Are you ready to go? 
Phrases 
letvs take 
to the moon 
in the sky 
at night 
in a rocket 
Phrases 
for a ride 
0, what fun 
I will take 
my space suit 
we are ready 
74, 
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Group 3. Sailing Through Space 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment Phrases 
climbing clouds on our way 
darker fast excited a big plane 
getting high might up, up, high up 
much right plane man -made moon 
star way satellite a star 
what 
Activities 
1. I see the clouds. 
2. 0, what a b' . I.g plane. 
3. I am excited. 
Group 4. Arriving at the Moon 
Vocabulary: Basic Enl;"ichment Phrases 
any back anything at the moon 
cold good-by arriving it is very cold 
here holes guess some pictures 
lives Mr. life no one lives here 
pictures some mountains big mountains 
people 
Activities 
1. All I see is space. 
2. I don't see any people. 
3. Good-by Mr. ~· 
Group 5. Down to Earth 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment 
again draw 
first ground 
glad probably 
home real 
would trip 
Activities 
1. I'm glad to be back home again. 
2. we'll write a story about our trip. 
3. We are probably the first ones to go. 
Phrases 
to be back 
to go again 
our trip 
very exciting 
back home 
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A Hospital 
Group 1. Waiting for an Operation 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment 
cannot soon afraid 
children today bathrobe 
hello white corridor 
man your crying 
saw out table 
Activities: 
1. Discussing the hospital 
2. Talking about the people in their room 
3. Talking about their sore throats 
4. Discussing their doctor 
Group 2. Visiting a Patient 
Vocabulary: Basic 
Activities 
good-by like 
green morning 
ice cream school 
is was 
it window 
1. Talking about school 
2. Giving the patient a 
Enrichment 
present 
3. Asking about the operation 
Phrases 
saw the doctor 
have a needle 
stop crying 
a long table 
Phrases 
some ice cream 
open the window 
a nice morning 
my tonsils 
n· 
4. Making the patient 
comfortable 
Group 3. Mealtime 
Vocabulary: Basic 
an of 
eat surprise 
fish thank 
good want 
had you 
Activities 
1. Bringing in the food 
Enrichment 
chicken 
cold 
dinner 
enjoy 
room 
2. Asking what each one has 
3. Eating dinner 
4. Discussing the kind of food they like 
Group 4. Recreation Room 
Vocabulary: Basic 
around home 
friend over 
girl put 
guess said 
here they 
Activities 
1. Reading books 
2. Watching television 
3. Playing games 
4. Talking 
Enrichment 
channel 
dial 
games 
read 
television 
Phrases 
eat your food 
good chicken 
a nice surprise 
thank you 
Phrases 
,, 
turn the channel 
play games 
sit over here 
read a book 
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Group 5. Going Home 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment 
come play bed 
for some everybody 
going story feeling 
must this miss 
my walk sick 
Activ;ities 
1. Talk about going home 
2. Saying good-by to the nurses 
3. Meeting the family 
4. Leaving the hospital 
Phrases 
I'm not sick 
miss everybody 
I'm feeling weak 
out of bed 
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A Play House 
Group 1. Planning the House 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment 
door house wood 
behind hill radio 
blue old yard 
bed paint roof 
shop size 
Activities 
Deciding: 1. Where the house will go 
2. How to get the wood 
3. The color paint to use 
,a 
-
4. How many rooms to build 
Group 2. Buying Things 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment 
table give curtains 
wagon cents rug 
bag dollar couch 
need because chairs 
asked bought lamp 
Activities 
1. Going to the store 
2. Deciding how much to spend 
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Phrases 
paint the door 
in the yard 
on the roof 
a blue house 
Phrases 
pull the wagon 
asked the man 
a small chair 
make the curtains 
3. Picking out the furniture 
4. Deciding how to get 
it home 
I 
:. Group 3. ~uilding the House 
Vocabulary: Basic 
saw noise 
Activities 
began 
found 
dig 
dark 
shout 
hear 
chimney 
best 
l. Picking jobs 
2. Giving out materials 
3. Putting up the walls 
Enrichment 
hannner 
nails 
boards 
build 
hinges 
4 .. Deciding where to put the chimney 
Group 4. Moving In 
Vocabulary: Basic 
move right 
clean which 
floor almost 
high follow 
don't step 
Activities 
l. Bring in the furniture 
2. Cleaning the rooms 
3. Moving things around 
Enrichment 
carry 
dust 
heavy 
sweep 
cleaning 
4. Checking to see if they need more things 
Phrases 
too much noise 
hold the hammer 
heavy boards 
found some wood 
Phrases 
carry the chair 
sweep the floor 
follow me 
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clean the windows 
• Group 5. First Day in the House 
Vocabulary: Basic 
party always 
sing show 
laugh six 
stand light 
happen forgot 
.Activities 
1. Fixing the table 
2. Having a party 
3. Cleaning up 
4. Sleeping in the house 
Enrichment 
flowers 
drink 
full 
drop 
cook 
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Phrases 
have a party 
let 1s sing songs 
cook some food 
have some flowers 
• 
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When I Grow Up 
Group 1. An Engineer 
Vocabulary: Basic 
fast 
time 
train 
Activities 
watch 
wheels 
1. Cleaning the engine 
Enrichment 
cab 
engine 
engineer 
passenger 
tracks 
Phrases 
on the engine 
an engineer 
in the cab 
a big train 
2. Checking the passengers 
3. Driving the train 
4. Oiling the wheels 
Group 2. A Mother 
Vocabulary: 
Activities 
Basic 
clean 
family 
house 
mother 
together 
1. Cooking dinner 
2. Doing the wash 
Enrichment 
bake 
cook 
dust 
groceries 
sew 
Phrases 
all the family 
do things together 
work and play 
sew clothes 
3. Sweeping the floors 
4. Minding the children 
Group 3. A Pilot 
Vocabulary: 
Activities 
Basic 
fly 
grow 
school 
trouble 
wave 
Enrichment 
airports 
learn 
pilot 
signals 
strong 
1. Going to flight school 
2. Visiting the airport 
3. Flying the plane 
4. Meeting the passengers 
Group 4. A Fireman 
Vocabulary: Basic Enrichment 
clothes alarm 
fireman books 
fires brave 
help neat 
hurt people 
Activities 
1. Going to a fire 
2. Driving the fire truck 
3. Putting out a fire 
4. Working around the fire station 
Phrases 
into the airport 
take off 
like to fly 
send signals 
Phrases 
to put out 
to help people 
in the night 
must be neat 
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• Group · 5 • A Nurse· 
Vocabulary: 
Activities 
Basic 
bed 
cap 
care 
well 
white 
1. Giving baths 
2. Feeding patien~s 
3. Giving needles 
4. Cleaning the beds 
Enrichment 
hospital 
nurse 
sick 
tray 
uniform 
Phrases 
a white uniform 
at the hospital 
to be kind 
help sick people 
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e Suggested Plan for Group Lesson Rotation During a Week 
Groups 
in the Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Class 
A 1 2 3 4 5 
B 2 3 4 5 1 
c 3 4 5 1 2 
D 4 5 1 2 3 
E 5 1 2 3 4 
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 lesson groups 
Stores 
Group 1. Toy 
Group 2. Drug 
-e Group 3. Five and Dime 
Group 4. Department 
Group 5. Grocery 
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Directions for Administering and Scoring the Tests 
All tests are given in the same way. All instructions must be 
given orally by the teacher. The children circle the words that may 
be classified under the category given by the teacher. 
In scoring the tests, the teacher marks any words not circled 
that should have been, wrong, and those circled that should not have 
been as wrong. The total number wrong is subtracted from the total 
number of words in the test. 
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Preprimer Test--96 Words 
Oral Instructions 
1. Circle the words that are numbers. 
2. Circle things that we sometimes say. 
3. Circle things we may have. 
4. Circle the words that tell us how things look. 
5. Circle things we may do. 
6. Circle the words that tell us who. 
7. Circle things to ride in or on. 
8. Circle places to go. 
9. Circle things that move. 
10. Circle words that tell us a color. 
Name: 
e 
1. one go three four stop 
in down at two it 
2. help good-by look yes -went 
no let see doll may I 
3. have make get find fun 
something house toys way ball 
4. a big to new little out 
like funny took 
:e 
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• 
5, may walk jump is ride 
work splash not come 
6. had you will she me with 
we too us let 
7. my and airplane car store 
what boats train are 
8. home do for lake want said 
up here eat zoo farm 
9. where kitten fish oh baby 
man father mother engine 
10. window do green red away 
b;rown blue yellow 
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• 
Enrichment Test--Grade One 
Oral Instructions 
1. Circle things to wear. 
2. Circle things we can do. 
3. Circle all the animals. 
4. Circle things to eat. 
5. Circle places to go. 
6. Circle things to play with. 
7. Circle things we sometimes use. 
8. Circle all the people. 
9. Circle things you may sometimes give to someone. 
10. Circle things we sometimes say. 
Name: 
1. clothes feed dress sit ribbon 
shoes throw hat sail dry 
2. bench swim · small wash pick 
carry buy count soft throw 
3. monkey street dog seal party 
tiger hair elephant money puppy 
4. gift meat please food dinner 
lunch dishes peanut write vegetable 
e 
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e 
5. circus door beach nose harbor 
rest drops parade ticket room 
6. dish catch swing take game 
ready drum balloon turn leader 
7. open handkerchief five elevator march 
cup wear mop bed basket 
8. trunk hat mailman mouth rock 
tail clown surprise children bregd 
9. name left slow letter asleep 
present invitation high medicine water 
e 10. hold thank you need hello picnic 
time happy birthday trash dime dressed 
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• Basic Vocabulary Test~-Grade Two 
·Oral Directions 
1. Circle words that are people. 
2. Circle things you can buy. 
3. Circle places to go. 
4. Circle words that ask a question. 
5. Circle words that tell where. 
6. Circle words that tell how much o.r how many. 
7. Circle the animals. 
8. Circle things to eat. 
9. Circle things you can see. 
10. Circle things that move. 
e 11. Circle things we can do with our feet. 
12. Circle things you can do. 
13. Circle things a dog can do. 
14. Circle things in a house. 
1. children fireman girl man again boys 
family surprise friend make story forgot 
grandfather mother grandfather any laugh much 
2. basket dark gas are best table 
watch care cannot paint bag things 
............ --------------------~ 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
let's 
right 
ready 
do 
going 
new 
barn 
farm 
what 
on 
behind 
restaurant 
home 
school 
wants 
collar 
some pretty 
shop 
-------------
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house 
way show 
came who when bump where 
which high how hello please cap 
happen green back noise around 
here out under our over together there my 
all like each 
ride six saw 
pay 
put 
four 
dollar 
pair wanted 
cents 
rabbit cow said duck kitten says horse 
want chickens bird dog splash pets pigs 
fun apples tail cookies candy because fly 
ice cream 
asked 
holes 
engine 
wagon 
blue 
bought 
now 
pictures 
need 
white 
soon 
darker 
ran 
lunch 
must 
dig star 
wheels 
trouble 
climbing 
time 
light 
b~gan 
your 
learn 
fish 
trees 
you 
don't 
hurt always 
cold 
hop 
glad old 
fires this 
station hill did 
pony 
good 
walk 
sand 
follow 
stand 
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e 
12. today buy call talk too no hear of help 
step was thank clothes suit shout shoes 
wave sing 
13. with eat she bow-wow it come grow will 
yes play us sit very stop move 
14. window well chimney found bed clean would 
door small floors toys guess feel 
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Enrichment Test--Grade Two 
Oral Directions 
1. Circle people. 
2. Circle things that move. 
3. Circle things found in a building. 
4. Circle things to do. 
5. Circle things to wear. 
6. Circle good things to eat. 
7. Circle ways we may feel. 
8. Circle things we may have to do at home. 
9. Circle things we may have. 
10. Circle furniture. 
e 1, engineer carpenter nurse alarm passengers 
ladder pilot doctor hammer groceries 
2. bed tracks gas station rocket satellite 
hospital beach clouds plane cab airport 
3. boards dial curtains nails miss size 
roof hinges corridor 
4. clean wood real bring yard cut 
draw signal moon 
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e 
5. clothes uniform feeling bathrobe bathing suit 
heavy neat enjoy life smoke 
6. chicken sandwiches tire dessert windshield 
hamburger measure everybody fire alarm soup 
7. brave hungry gallons hose excited 
sick build strong afraid camera full 
8. cook patient arriving dust tray bake 
sweep probably read hydrant 
9. games channel mountain flowers drop 
tonsils earn foot operation siren 
10. rug television radio space table night 
couch lamp ground chairs cold 
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